
The first radon spa of the world



A PALACE FROM THE TIME OF MONARCHY
A neoclassical hotel palace furnished with all the luxury of that time was completed in 1912 
according to the project of Gustav Brinnigen for a Vienna joint-stock company at the head 
of which stood count Arnošt Silva Tarrouca. It belonged to the best which Europe at that time 
could offer in the area of spa. The hotel with interiors with original architectonical details 
and stylish marble tiles was extended to a terrace with colonnade and balustrades 
after World War I.  

Since 1924, the hotel was rented to renowned hoteliers 
J. Urban and K. Šroubek. In 1930, the first Czech 
president T. G. Masaryk celebrated his 80th birthday 
in the hotel. Radium Palace was visited also other 
famous personalities as Johann Strauss, Fjodor Šaljapin, 
Oskar Nedbal, Max Švabinský, Edvard Beneš and baron 
Rotschild. 

The entire reconstruction of the hotel at the end 
of the 20th century did not detract anything from 
its beauty and will satisfy even the most demanding 
customers.
 





„Jáchymov is going to become a basis of spa 
treatment utilized by sick people worldwide 
but also a pilgrimage place renowned 
by its history, architectural wonders 
and natural beauties.“

Marie Curie Sklodowska, 1925



Radon is energy,
      energy is live...

WHAT DO WE TREAT?
   disorders of musculoskeletal system
   rheumatic illnesses, disorders of spine and joints
   pre-and post operation conditions
   diabetes mellitus
   we are specialists in the cure 
   of Bechterew´s disease
   disorders of the peripheral nervous system
   gout and certain skin diseases 

WELCOME IN THE JÁCHYMOV MEDICAL SPA 
The Jáchymov radon mineral water improves the quality of life of the ill, relieves their pain,
revitalises, puts off the need of an operation and restores health.
One of the cornerstones of the Jáchymov treatment is also quality rehabilitation care 
carried out by top physiotherapists.
 



Discover beauty secrets
of the Egyptian queens...

The radon water,
which is the basis of the traditional Jáchymov treatment 
is brought to the hotel directly from the Svornost mine. 
Besides the treatment programmes we offer also 
relaxation and short-term wellness stays. 
You can enrich your stay in v Jáchymov with procedures 
bought according to your own choice. All procedures, 
being  available also for severe disabled clients, 
are offered directly in the hotel. 
We offer also a continuous medical service. 
Not only a salt cave, saunas, swimming pools, culture, 
sport, dancing or trips to the surrounding countryside
but also nice cafés to ensure your stay in the spa is far from boring.



DINING
The meals are served in five restaurants. 
Then there is a café “Winter garden“ available 
for the hotel guests and public where fresh deserts 
are served directly from the hotel master confectioner. 
You can choose here from a wide offer of warm 
and cold drinks and to offer a menu from a bill of fare. 

 
ACCOMMODATION
The hotel disposes of 157 stylish one, double 
and triple rooms suitable also for the stay of families 
with children. 
The rooms are divided into five categories: 
Apartments, Superior Plus, Superior, de Luxe 
and I.A. In total 4 rooms are barrier free and the room 
on the 5th floor are with air-condition (de Luxe category). 
All rooms are equipped with bathroom with shower 
or bath, WC, electric drier, TV with satellite programmes, 
minibar, build-in safe-deposit box and telephone. 
A gown is available in all rooms. 
A children bed is available free of charge.

Apartments Premium and Madame Curie
comfortably furnished rooms with a salon, 
overlooking a valley. A luxurious bathroom, 
hot drinks room service 1 per day free of charge,  
computer with internet connection.  
The dining takes place in the Blue Restaurant.





Superior Plus - airy and spacious rooms overlooking 
a valley. Computer with internet connection, 
dining in the Blue Restaurant. 

Superior - a spacious room overlooking a valley.
Connection to the Internet possible via own laptop.

de Luxe - two smaller rooms (bedroom and living room)
not separated by doors.

I.A. - a standard room

HOTEL SERVICES
    round o´clock reception service
    exchange office
    an Internet corner, WIFI (in the social premises)
    café with summer terrace, overlooking a park 
    period dancing bar with life music
    regular cultural events in the concert hall 
    cosmetics, hair-dresser´s, manicure - pedicure 
    an attended car park

WELLNESS RECEPTION
an offer of freely saleable procedures
    Small water world with whirlpool, steam sauna and Kneipp´s path
    Infrasuna, steam dry sauna
    Massages (shiatsu, lava stones massages, Alqvimia natural Spanish cosmetics massages)
    Vacuwell, Aphrodite´s bath, oxygenotherapy

ACTIVITIES AND CULTURE
Mountain bike hire     tennis    Petanque    Russian ninepins    crazy golf and Nordic walking 
within the spa compound ski/bike locker room    car rental. 
Social and cultural events are provided by a programme specialist directly 
in the hotel or in other spa facilities.



The spa hotel Radium Palace**** 
is located in the middle of a large forest park,  
appearing as a pearl necklace 
in the verdancy of the trees.

Spa hotel
RADIUM PALACE ****
T. G. Masaryka 413, CZ - 362 51 Jáchymov
Reception
tel.: + 420 353 835 111 | fax: + 420 353 831 743
Reservation
tel.: + 420 353 835 555 | fax: + 420 353 835 777
e-mail: radiumpalace@laznejachymov.cz

www.laznejachymov.cz/en
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